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Digital training at Siemens kicks off
• About 1,400 apprentices and university students in work-study programs to
start professional careers at Siemens
• Training program to continue in full despite COVID-19 crisis
• Focus of Siemens training on digital learning environment
• Joint online application site for Siemens, Siemens Mobility and Siemens
Healthineers

About 1,400 apprentices and university students in work-study programs will start
their professional careers at 23 Siemens locations in Germany on September 1.
Together with Siemens Mobility and Siemens Healthineers, Siemens is continuing
its training program in full despite the coronavirus crisis. Training at Siemens Energy
will be continued separately. Nearly 1,190 young people who are being trained for
Siemens’ own needs will be joined at Siemens Professional Education by about 190
participants from the company’s external partners.
The 2020 training year was hit hard by the coronavirus crisis. “Our training program
faced tremendous new challenges, but our efforts were rewarded with very good
results,” said Thomas Leubner, head of the Learning and Education Department.
“We continued our training activities without interruption. To make it happen, we
upgraded the program’s digital setup by leveraging the digital expertise of our
company and our trainers.” In just a few weeks, virtual tools, platforms, software and
simulations were acquired, a trainer community was set up and a virtual online
curriculum was prepared and continuously developed. “By creating digital learning
plans and weekly schedules and establishing direct communications between
students and trainers via live seminars and virtual teaching units, learning transfer
and, most importantly, social contact can be maintained,” explained Leubner. Digital
learning at Siemens got a huge boost overall. “We’ve also redesigned our training
concept,” said Barbara Ofstad, head of Siemens Professional Education in
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Germany. Trainers increasingly serve as mentors and coaches, using digital
methods to create a mix of virtual and real, face-to-face learning environments. “The
new teaching methods have been well received by apprentices and work-study
participants and will continue to play an important role in the future,” continued
Ofstad. Siemens’ application process has been digital for many years now. On the
new training website shared by Siemens, Siemens Mobility and Siemens
Healthineers, applicants can continue to apply online and also directly via their
mobile devices. Since the website was launched in May 2020, more than 100,000
prospective applicants have visited the homepage, more than half via mobile
devices.

Onsite training is slowly starting to pick up again, with coordinated safety measures
now in place. The apprentices and work-study participants returning to face-to-face
instruction are primarily trainees learning practical skills at machines and in
laboratory facilities, for example. However, training will take place largely in a virtual
format until further notice. In the first week of their professional careers, the new
apprentices and work-study participants will be introduced to and integrated into the
new learning approach and learning environment.
As in previous years, the primary focus of this year’s training will be on technical and
IT professions, with about 87 percent of the participants preparing for occupations in
one of those two fields. For the first time, nearly 50 percent of the training positions
are for university students in work-study programs. While apprentices pursue
vocational certification from the German Chamber of Industry and Commerce (IHK),
work-study participants complete their studies with a bachelor’s degree in
engineering or science – with focuses also on newly created job profiles such as
industrial informatics, data science, applied mathematics and computer science –
often combined with an IHK qualification. With a total of around 10,400 apprentices
and students in work-study programs around the world, Siemens has one of the
private sector’s largest and most innovative training programs worldwide. In fiscal
2019, Siemens invested more than €227 million in the training of young people
globally, nearly €176 million of which was spent in Germany.
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This press release is available at sie.ag/2QGs1xw

Further information on training at Siemens is available at www.siemens.com/career

Contacts for journalists
Wolfram Trost
Phone: +49 174 1551859; e-mail: wolfram.trost@siemens.com
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Phone: +49 174 1560693; e-mail: bernhard.lott@siemens.com

Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/siemens_press

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 170 years. The company is active around the globe,
focusing on the areas of intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed energy systems, and automation and
digitalization in the process and manufacturing industries. Through the separately managed companies Siemens
Energy, the global energy business of Siemens, and Siemens Mobility, a leading supplier of smart mobility solutions
for rail and road transport, Siemens is shaping the energy systems of today and tomorrow as well as the world
market for passenger and freight services. Due to its majority stakes in the publicly listed companies Siemens
Healthineers AG and Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy (as part of Siemens Energy), Siemens is also a worldleading supplier of medical technology and digital healthcare services as well as environmentally friendly solutions
for onshore and offshore wind power generation. In fiscal 2019, which ended on September 30, 2019, Siemens
generated revenue of €86.8 billion and net income of €5.6 billion. At the end of September 2019, the company had
around 385,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet www.siemens.com.
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